
Biomolecules

Chemical components of the cell



Living system chemistry

1. Carbon based

2. Water environment & temperature special range

3. Complicated processes

4. Polymeric molecules 

5. Well programmed & controled





Carbon 

 In all biomolecules

 4 binding sites

 Chain & cycle formation

 Large molecule production

 No limitation in size

Organic molecules



Carbon skeleton













Small organic molecules

 100-1000s Daltones

 30 C atoms or more

 Monomeric form

 Polimerization







Sugars

 CH20

 Monosaccharide





Sugars

1. Monosacharides (glucose, fructose, galactose)

2. Disacharides (mannose, lactose, sucrose)

3. Polysacharides

 Oligosacharides (3-50)

 Glycogen

 starch

 Cellulose

 chitin 















Lipids 

 Fatty acids

 Triglyserids

 Phospholipids

 Polyisopernoids

 Waxes

 Steroids

 glycolipids



Fatty acids
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Importance; Biological Role

 Used to store energy (approx 36 kj/gram)

Lipids are often stored in special 
adipose tissue, within large fat cells

Fat cell

Lipids are concentrated sources of energy and can be 
broken down (through fatty acid oxidation in the 

mitochondria) to provide fuel for aerobic respiration

Mitochondrion
(false color TEM)
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Importance; Biological Role

 An important structural component of membranes

Phospholipids are the primary structural component 
of all cellular membranes, such as the plasma 

membrane (false color TEM above).
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Importance; Biological Role

 acts as a shock absorber 

and good insulator 

Fat absorbs shocks. 
Organs that are prone to 
bumps and shocks (e.g. 

kidneys) are cushioned with 
a relatively thick layer of fat.

The white fat tissue (arrows) is 
visible in this ox kidney

Stored lipids provide insulation
in extreme environments. 

Increased body fat levels in 
winter reduce heat losses to the 

environment.
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Importance; Biological Role

 Water proofing of some 

surfaces

 Transmission of 

chemical messages

via hormones

Waxes and oils, when 
secreted on to surfaces 

provide waterproofing in 
plants and animals.



Proteins 
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Folding of polypetides to form Proteins
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n Shape of a proteins are important because

n This determines how they interact with other molecules 

n This determines their particular function



protein structureprotein structure

Primary structure
(Amino acid sequence)

↓

Secondary structure
（α-helix, β-sheet）

↓

Tertiary structure 
（Three-dimensional structure formed by assembly of 

secondary structures）
↓

Quaternary structure 
（Structure formed by more than one polypeptide chains）
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Primary Structure

phe glu tyr ser iso met phe glu

Peptide bonds

secondary 
Structure
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Tertiary Structure

Quaternary 
Structure



Summary
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CATALYSTS eg. lipase



REGULATION(hormones)

 Insulin
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STRUCTURAL eg.Keratin
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STRUCTURAL eg. Histone Protein
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TRANSPORT: eg haemoglobin
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TRANSPORT:  
protein channels or carrier proteins
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IMMUNITY: eg Antibodies
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CONTRACTILE: eg Actin and Myosin
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Muscle contraction  &relaxation
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Surface receptors



Secondary Energy source
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respiration



are specialized proteins involved in
defending the body from antigens (foreign
invaders). One way antibodies destroy
antigens is by immobilizing them so that
they can be destroyed by white blood
cells.

are responsible for movement. Examples
include actin and myosin. These proteins
are involved in muscle contraction and
movement.

are proteins that facilitate biochemical
reactions. They are often referred to as
catalysts because they speed up chemical
reactions. Examples include the enzymes
lactase and pepsin. Lactase breaks down
the sugar lactose found in milk. Pepsin is a
digestive enzyme that works in the stomach
to break down proteins in food.

are messenger proteins which help to
coordinate certain bodily activities.
Examples include insulin, oxytocin, and
somatotropin. Insulin regulates glucose
metabolism by controlling the blood-sugar
concentration. Oxytocin stimulates
contractions in females during childbirth.
Somatotropin is a growth hormone that
stimulates protein production in muscle
cells.



store amino acids. Examples include ovalbumin
and casein. Ovalbumin is found in egg whites and
casein is a milk-based protein.

are carrier proteins which move molecules
from one place to another around the body.
Examples include hemoglobin and
cytochromes. Hemoglobin transports oxygen
through the blood. Cytochromes operate in
the electron transport chain as electron
carrier proteins.

are fibrous and stringy and provide
support. Examples include keratin,
collagen, and elastin. Keratins strengthen
protective coverings such as hair, quills,
feathers, horns, and beaks. Collagens and
elastin provide support for connective
tissues such as tendons and ligaments.
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